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Abstract
The paper presents the design of a specific type of instrumented wheelset intended for continuous measuring
of lateral and vertical wheel-rail interaction forces 𝑌 and 𝑄, in accordance with regulations EN 14363 and
UIC 518. The platform is a standard heavy wheelset BA314 with an axle-load of 25 tons. The key problems
of smart instrumentalization are solved by the use of the wheel’s numerical FEM model, which provides a
significant cost reduction in the initial stage of development of the instrumented wheelset. The main goal is
to ensure high measuring accuracy. The results of the FEM calculations in ANSYS are basis for identification
of the distribution of strains on the internal and external side of the wheel disc. Consequently, the most
convenient radial distances for installation of strain gauges of Wheatstone measuring bridges are determined.
In the next stage, the disposition, number and ways of interconnection of strain gauges in the measuring
bridges are defined. Ultimately, an algorithm for inverse determination of parameters 𝑌 and 𝑄 based on
mixed signals from the measuring bridges is developed. The developed solution is validated through tests
on specific examples, using a created numerical FEM model. A high accuracy of estimation of unknown
parameters 𝑌 and 𝑄 is obtained with an error of less than 4.5%, while the error of estimation of their ratio
𝑌/𝑄 is less than 2%. Therefore, the proposed solution can be efficiently used in the instrumentalization of
the considered wheelset, while the problems of its practical implementation will be the subject of further
research.
Keywords: instrumented wheelset, wheel-rail interaction forces, derailment coefficient, 𝑌/𝑄 ratio, BA314
wheelset, FEM, ICA.
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1. Introduction

Wheel-rail interaction forces 𝑌 and 𝑄 and their ratio 𝑌/𝑄 are the main indicators of the
derailment risk of rail vehicles [1,2]. International regulations EN 14363 and UIC 518 prescribe
the measuring of these forces in most cases of railway vehicle certification processes [3, 4].
Today, such derailment safety tests are mostly performed using instrumented wheelsets that are
mounted on the tested wagon. During running, they provide continuous measuring of wheel-rail
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interaction forces and derailment coefficient 𝑌/𝑄 of the tested vehicle. The term “continuous”
means that the measurement is performed for the entire running time of the tested vehicle, in
contrast to stationary wayside systems located at specific points along the railway track where
the measurement is performed only at the moments when the tested vehicle passes by it. The
mentioned international regulations do not explicate the type, technical solution and necessary
measuring accuracy of instrumented wheelsets. Therefore, there are many different approaches
and solutions developed in different countries and test centres.

A systematized overview of existing solutions of instrumented wheelsets with their most
important characteristics is presented below.

The earliest solutions for instrumented wheelsets appeared in the middle of the last century.
In the fifties of the twentieth century, Olson and Jonson proposed a methodology for the indirect
measuring of wheel-rail interaction forces based on the measuring of strains of monobloc wheels
of an instrumented wheelset [5]. About twenty years later, the methodology of indirect measuring
of wheel-rail interaction forces on the basis of measuring of the bending moments of the axle of an
instrumented wheelset was developed [6,7]. The approach of measuring of wheel-rail interaction
forces over wheels had proved much better and further development of instrumented wheelsets
was proceeding in the same direction. At the end of the last century, British Railways developed, at
the time superior, instrumented wheelsets with spoked wheels [8]. Despite the different directions
of development and approaches, instrumented wheelsets composed of typical monobloc wheels
are most often used today. In this way, standard wheelsets can be used for the production of
instrumented wheelsets, without any subsequent machining. However, modern solutions vary as
it comes to the locations for installation of strain gauges, their disposition and interconnection
method, signal transmission and processing, calibration method, method of inverse determination
of measured parameters, etc.

Bracciali et al. [9] studied existing technologies of development of instrumented wheelsets
with applications and gave their systematized review, while basic problems were analysed by Bižić
and Petrović [10]. The method of calibrating the dynamometer, 𝑖.𝑒., an instrumented wheelset
for measuring the wheel-rail interaction forces was studied by Diana et al. in [11]. Gialleonardo
et al. [12] and Bracciali et al. [13] proposed new solutions for test stands for the calibration
of instrumented wheelsets. Gialleonardo et al. [14] presented a methodology for calibrating the
instrumented wheelsets using the model in order to significantly reduce time and costs. The
problems of testing the calibration and correction of the instrumented wheelset were analysed
in [15] by Lin et al., Jin et al. [16] presented a new approach in the calibration process with the
goal to obtain a higher signal-to-noise ratio and improve measuring accuracy of instrumented
wheelsets.

Bagheri et al. [17] and Papini et al. [18] investigated techniques for optimal placement of strain
gauges and precise design of instrumented wheelsets in order to minimize the effects of various
disturbance factors such as wheel rotation, temperature, centrifugal acceleration, noise, etc.

Various solutions for improvement the signal quality and measuring accuracy of instrumented
wheelsets were proposed in [19] by Gomez et al. Cazzulani et al. [20] proposed a new method for
increasing the measuring accuracy in the case when a high derailment coefficient𝑌/𝑄 is reached.
With the aim of improving the quality of continuous measuring of the wheel-rail interaction
forces with instrumented wheelsets, a new approach based on state space theory was presented
in [21] by Ren et al.

The method of measuring the position of the interaction point among the wheel and rail was
studied by Kanehara and Fujioka in [22], Hondo et al. in [23] and Noguchi in [24]. Methods of
improvement of measuring the lateral force in wheel-rail interaction using instrumented wheelsets
were investigated in [25] and [26] by Hondo et al. In [27] Hondo et al. studied the possibility of
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increasing the measuring accuracy of instrumented wheelsets, taking into account the effects of
longitudinal force and lateral change of the wheel-rail interaction point.

Wei et al. [28] proposed a method for measuring the wheel-rail interaction forces using an
instrumented wheelset and axle-boxes, while Urda et al. [29] presented an approach using strain
gauges on the instrumented wheelset and distance lasers for measuring the wheel disc deflections.
Problems of signal transmission and power supply for instrumented wheelsets were studied by
Wand et al. [30] and Hanbiao et al. [31]. Ronasi et al. [32] studied the problem of determination
the wheel-rail interaction forces based on the measured strains when the interaction forces are
determined by minimizing the least-squares discrepancy between the measured radial strains and
corresponding computed strains from a three-dimensional finite-element model of the wheel.

The main goal of all presented research is to provide opportunities for increasing the measuring
accuracy of instrumented wheelsets. For this purpose, one of the most important aims is finding the
most convenient way for inverse determination of the measured parameters, 𝑖.𝑒., for the separation
of mixed signals, which is subject of a very limited number of studies and publications. One of
the most powerful approaches in developing modern instrumented wheelsets is the usage of blind
signal separation (BSS) methods, as presented by Ren et al. in [33] and [34]. In addition, BSS
and independent component analysis (ICA) were efficiently used by the authors of this paper in
developing a method of measuring the wheel-rail interaction forces and position of the interaction
point, which is presented in [35] and [36].

Accordingly, the aim of this paper is to present the design of a specific type of instrumented
wheelset on the platform of a standard heavy BA314 wheelset with an axle-load of 25 tons. It
is intended for continuous measurement of lateral and vertical forces 𝑌 and 𝑄 in the wheel-rail
interaction, 𝑖.𝑒., the derailment coefficient 𝑌/𝑄, in accordance with international regulations
EN 14363 and UIC 518. The presented approach ensures considerable lowering in the costs of
developing instrumented wheelsets, given that the most important problems are solved using the
numerical FEM model of the wheel.

2. Radial distances for strain gauge installation

The platform for development of the instrumented wheelset is a standard wheelset BA314
for heavy freight wagons with an axle-load of 25 tons. The wheelset mass is 1046 kg and it is
designed for a maximum speed of 120 km/h. The nominal mass of the wheel is 330 kg, while its
material is ER7 in accordance with EN 13262 [37]. The wheel’s numerical FEM model is formed
in ANSYS software and contains 371666 nodes and 238978 finite elements of the tetrahedron
type. The stress-strain analysis of the wheel is performed using the finite element method (FEM)
for six representative load-cases, as presented in Fig. 1.

The selected load-cases take into account typical locations of the interaction point such as
nominal contact CP-1, contact near the external side of the wheel CP-2 and flange contact CP-3.

Fig. 1. Representative load-cases for stress-strain analysis of the wheel.
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Based on the results of FEM calculation for the given load-cases, diagrams of radial strains on
the internal and external sides of the wheel disc are formed in the section above the interaction
point. Two examples of results of calculations for radial strains in ANSYS are presented in Figs. 2
and 3, while diagrams of radial strain distribution are presented in Figs. 4–7. These diagrams are
grouped and presented in a way which ensures that the characteristics of the wheel disc under the
action of lateral and vertical forces are more intuitive and suitable for further analysis.

Fig. 2. Results of calculation of radial strain on the internal disc side
for Load-case 1 (𝑄 = 120 kN, CP-1).

Fig. 3. Results of calculation of radial strain on the external disc side
for Load-case 6 (𝑌 = 60 kN, CP-3).

The obtained results showed that the change of position of lateral force 𝑌 has no effect on the
radial strains of the wheel disc (see diagrams in Figs. 6 and 7). Therefore, the most convenient
radial distance for installation of the strain gauges of the measuring bridge for measurement of
force 𝑌 is the distance with the highest value of strain. It is located on the external side of the
wheel disc, at a distance of 186 mm from the centre of the wheel (see diagram in Fig. 7). At
this radial distance, the differences in strain values for the analysed load-cases are below 2%.
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Fig. 4. Distribution of radial strains on the internal side of the wheel disc under the action
of force 𝑄 (Load-cases 1, 2 and 3).

Fig. 5. Distribution of radial strains on the external side of the wheel disc under the action
of force 𝑄 (Load-cases 1, 2 and 3).

Therefore, placing strain gauges at this radial distance will ensure that the output signals from the
measuring bridge are insensitive to changing the location of application of force 𝑌 .

Further, the results showed that change of point of application of vertical force 𝑄 has an
effect on the radial strains of the wheel disc (see diagrams in Figs. 4 and 5). There is only one
radial distance where the strain values for the analysed load-cases are very close and it is located
on the internal side of the disc at a distance of 236 mm from the wheel centre (see diagram in
Fig. 4). At this radial distance, on the internal side of the wheel disc, the strain values for analysed
Load-cases 1, 2 and 3 are Y𝑟1 = −10.98 · 10−5, Y𝑟2 = −10.89 · 10−5 and Y𝑟3 = −11 · 10−5,
respectively. The differences in the strain values for given load-cases are below 1%, so this radial
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Fig. 6. Distribution of radial strains on the internal side of the wheel disc under the action
of force 𝑌 (Load-cases 4, 5 and 6).

Fig. 7. Distribution of radial strains on the external side of the wheel disc under the action of force 𝑌
(Load-cases 4, 5 and 6).

distance is the most convenient for installing of strain gauges of bridge for measuring force 𝑄.
In this way, it is ensured that the output signals from this measuring bridge are insensitive to
changing the location of application of force 𝑄.

Ultimately, the selected radial distances for installation of the strain gauges of measuring
bridges for forces𝑌 and 𝑄 measuring are presented in Fig. 8.

Therefore, the core of this approach is that it ensures the neutralization of the influence of
contact point position change on the output signals from the measuring bridges, that is, on the
measurement of wheel-rail interaction forces.
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Fig. 8. Selected radial distances for installing the strain gauges of measuring bridges
for measuring forces 𝑌 and 𝑄.

3. Disposition and interconnection of strain gauges

The disposition of the strain gauges at determined radial distances is given in Fig. 9, while
the way of their interconnecting into the Wheatstone measuring bridges is presented in Fig. 10.
Four strain gauges at each radial distance are interconnected in a full-bridge configuration. The
signal from such a measuring bridge changes depending of the speed of movement and the
angular placement of the instrumented wheel. The maximum values of the signal are obtained
at the moments when each of the strain gauges passes above the interaction point. Therefore,
for one rotation of the wheel, there are four representative signal values that should be entered
into the algorithm for inverse determination of the parameter being measured. The appearance
of measurement signals obtained from the measuring bridges during one wheel revolution and
discrete values relevant for the determination of unknown parameters in the wheel-rail interaction
are shown in Fig. 11.

Fig. 9. Disposition of strain gauges at determined radial distances.
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Fig. 10. Way of interconnection of strain gauges in the measuring bridges.

Fig. 11. Appearance of measurement signals obtained from the measuring bridges during one wheel revolution and
discrete values relevant for the determination of unknown parameters in the wheel-rail interaction.

The way of interconnecting the strain gauges shown in Fig. 10 is selected with the aim
of obtaining the highest possible values of output signals from the measuring bridges. This is
performed on the basis of the created wheel’s numerical FEM model and calculation of the strains
at the strain gauge positions. It is significant to emphasize that the defined interconnection method
provides compensation of the impacts of temperature, centrifugal acceleration and other parasitic
effects during running.

The output signals from the measuring bridges (Figs. 9–10) whose appearance is shown in
Fig. 11 are defined by the following equations:

𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑌 =

(
𝑈𝐴

𝑈𝐸

)
𝑌

=
𝑘𝑠𝑔

4
· (Y1𝑌 + Y2𝑌 − Y3𝑌 − Y4𝑌 ) , (1)

𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑄 =

(
𝑈𝐴

𝑈𝐸

)
𝑄

=
𝑘𝑠𝑔

4
·
(
Y1𝑄 + Y2𝑄 − Y3𝑄 − Y4𝑄

)
, (2)

where: 𝑘𝑠𝑔 – factor of strain gauges known as the “gauge factor”, Y1𝑌 , Y2𝑌 , Y3𝑌 , Y4𝑌 – strain
values registered by the strain gauges measuring electrical resistances 𝑅1𝑌 , 𝑅2𝑌 , 𝑅3𝑌 and 𝑅4𝑌 on
the bridge for measuring force 𝑌 , Y1𝑄, Y2𝑄, Y3𝑄, Y4𝑄 – strain values registered by strain gauges
measuring electrical resistances 𝑅1𝑄, 𝑅2𝑄, 𝑅3𝑄 and 𝑅4𝑄 on the bridge for measuring force 𝑄.
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The previous equations (1) and (2) allow to calculate the values of the output mixed signals
from the measuring bridges for specific load cases, on the basis on the strain values obtained with
the numerical FEM model.

A particular problem for the practical implementation of the presented concept is extracting
the values of the signal at the instants at which the strain gauges pass above the interaction point
(see Fig. 11). This requires a special processing unit and appropriate sensors with the wheel’s
angular placement [36]. However, this is outside the scope of this research and will be included
in further research, which will be related to solving the problems of practical implementation of
the presented solution.

4. Algorithm for inverse determination of measured parameters Y and Q

The main task of the inverse determination algorithm is to ensure the estimation of source
single values of the unknown parameters 𝑌 and 𝑄, on the basis of mixed signals (see Fig. 11)
from the measuring bridges as shown in Figs. 9 and 10.

The signal mixing procedure is schematically presented in Fig. 12, while the signal separation
procedure is presented in Fig. 13. The simultaneous effect of the original unknown parameters 𝑌
and 𝑄 at the movement of the instrumented wheelset in time (𝑡) causes mixed output signals from
measuring bridges SigY and SigQ (see Fig. 12). These output signals should be introduced into the
algorithm for blind signal separation 𝑖.𝑒., inverse determination of the parameters being measured.
As a result of the separation procedure, the estimated values of the measured parameters 𝑌𝑒 and
𝑄𝑒 are obtained (see Fig. 13).

Fig. 12. Signal mixing procedure. Fig. 13. Signal separation procedure.

The procedure of signals mixing shown in Fig. 12 can be mathematically formulated as
follows:

Sexit (𝑡) = Amix · Sorig (𝑡), (3)
where: Sexit (𝑡) – vector of output mixed signals from two measuring bridges that has the following
form:

Sexit (𝑡) =
{
𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑌 (𝑡)
𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑄(𝑡)

}
, (4)

Amix – square matrix of mixing which is unknown and has the following form:

Amix =

[
𝑎11 𝑎12
𝑎21 𝑎22

]
, (5)

Sorig (𝑡) – vector of original signals of parameters 𝑌 and 𝑄 being measured that has the following
form:

Sorig (𝑡) =
{
𝑌 (𝑡)
𝑄(𝑡)

}
. (6)
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Additionally, the procedure of signal separation shown in Fig. 13 can be formulated as follows:

Sest (𝑡) = Wsep · Sexit (𝑡), (7)

where: Sest (𝑡) – vector of estimated signals of parameters being measured that has the following
form:

Sest (𝑡) =
{
𝑌𝑒 (𝑡)
𝑄𝑒 (𝑡)

}
, (8)

Wsep – square separation matrix which is also unknown and can be determined as an inverse
matrix of the mixing matrix, 𝑖.𝑒.:

Wsep = A−1
mix =

[
𝑎11 𝑎12
𝑎21 𝑎22

]−1
. (9)

The determination of the unknown square matrix of separation Wsep is performed over the
calibration of the measuring system.

Thus, during one wheel revolution, the four maximum discrete values of each of the two
measuring signals are introduced into the presented inverse determination algorithm. By solving
the problem of inverse determination, the estimated signals of the measured parameters 𝑌 and
𝑄 are obtained (Fig. 14). These signals represent discrete values whose intensity changes during
running.

Fig. 14. Appearance of the estimated signals of the measured parameters 𝑌 and 𝑄 as a result
of solving the problem of inverse determination.

4.1. Calibration process

At this stage of designing of the instrumented wheelset, calibration is performed on the
basis of the created numerical FEM model of the wheel. In the practical implementation of the
developed concept, which will be the subject of further research, the problem of calibration of
a real object should be solved using a special test rig, as presented in [36]. In both cases, based
on the outcomes of the calibration process, the unknown separation matrix Wsep is determined
based on the expression:

Wsep = Scal · S−1
exit,cal , (10)

where: Scal – matrix of concrete values of parameters𝑌 and𝑄 which are set during the calibration
process using the numerical FEM model (or using a test rig), Sexit,cal – matrix of registered signals
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from the measuring bridges under the action of specified parameters 𝑌 and 𝑄 in the calibration
process.

The calibration process and determining the matrices Scal and Sexit,cal should be based on
typical and representative load-cases which cover the most common situations in the wheel-
rail interaction, as shown in Fig. 15. In the case of a slightly different choice of contact points
and parameter values, practically the same separation matrix will be obtained with minor and
negligible deviations.

Fig. 15. Representative load-cases for the calibration process.

Therefore, for efficient calibration, only two different measurements need to be performed, as
shown in Fig. 15, while the unknown matrices have the following forms:

Scal =

[
𝑌1cal 𝑌2cal
𝑄1cal 𝑄2cal

]
, (11)

Sexit,cal =

[
𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑌1cal 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑌2cal
𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑄1cal 𝑆𝑖𝑔𝑄2cal

]
. (12)

In the first load case – calibration measurement, parameters𝑌1cal and 𝑄1cal act simultaneously
and produce signals in the measuring bridges SigY1cal and SigQ1cal, while in the second one
parameters 𝑌2cal and 𝑄2cal act simultaneously and produce signals SigY2cal and SigQ2cal.

5. Validation of the developed solution

The task of this chapter is to test the effectiveness of the developed solution on several specific
examples. For this purpose, the wheel’s numerical FEM model is again used.

In the first stage, calibration is realized using the numerical FEM model, according to the
procedure described in Section 4.1. The values of the calibration parameters shown in Fig. 15 are
given in Table 1.

Table 1. Values of parameters for calibration.

Load-case 1 Load-case 2

𝑌cal [kN] 15 60

𝑄cal [kN] 120 135
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Therefore, matrix (11) has the following form:

Scal =

[
15 60
120 135

]
. (13)

For these values of the calibration parameters, the following matrix (12) is obtained based on
the strain values from the numerical FEM model and expressions (1) and (2):

Sexit,cal =

[
190.1426 495.7720
−52.7117 −29.2668

]
. (14)

The values of the gauge factor 𝑘𝑠𝑔 = 2.05 are used and the strain values are expressed
in [μdef], so the signal values in matrix (14) are obtained in units [mV/V]. For matrices (13) and
(14) constructed in this way, the next matrix of separation is obtained:

Wsep =

[
0.132423 0.193113
0.175226 −1.644460

]
. (15)

Matrix (15) is used in testing the developed concept in five specific test cases that are shown
in Fig. 16. The displayed loads 𝑌 and 𝑄, 𝑖.𝑒. the ratio 𝑌/𝑄, in each test-case are simultaneously
set in the numerical FEM model and the output mixed signals from the measuring bridges are
calculated based on the obtained strain values and expressions (1) and (2). These mixed signals
are entered into the inverse determination algorithm, 𝑖.𝑒., they are multiplied by the separation
matrix (15) and thus the original signals of values of the parameters 𝑌 and 𝑄 set in the numerical
FEM model are estimated.

Fig. 16. Specific cases for testing the developed solution.

For the given Test cases 1–5, the following mixed signals matrices from the measuring bridges
are obtained:

Stestcase1
exit =

{
58.6075
−61.2878

}
Stestcase2

exit =

{
85.1673
−62.5450

}
Stestcase3

exit =

{
175.9310
−56.3150

}
Stestcase4

exit =

{
383.9240
−37.9066

}
Stestcase5

exit =

{
489.9398
−28.5750

} . (16)

For such mixed signals, the following matrices of estimated original source signals 𝑌 and 𝑄

are obtained:

Stestcase1
est =

{
−4.074
111.055

}
Stestcase2

est =

{
−0.800
117.776

}
Stestcase3

est =

{
12.351
123.341

}
Stestcase4

est =

{
43.520
129.609

}
Stestcase5

est =

{
59.361
132.840

} . (17)
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A comparative overview of the values of parameters𝑌 and𝑄, as well as the𝑌/𝑄 ratio, actually
set in the numerical FEM model and estimated by the inverse determination algorithm is given
in Table 2.

Table 2. Comparative overview of values of parameters 𝑌 and 𝑄, as well as the 𝑌 /𝑄 ratio, actually set in the numerical
FEM model and estimated by the inverse determination algorithm.

Test
case

Parameter Y [kN] Parameter Q [kN] Ratio Y/Q
Set in
FEM
model

Estimated
by IDA Deviation

Set in
FEM
model

Estimated
by IDA Deviation

Set in
FEM
model

Estimated
by IDA Deviation

1 0 –4.074
(= 0) 0% 116 111.055 4.26% 0 –0.037

(= 0) 0%

2 0 –0.800
(= 0) 0% 119 117.776 1.03% 0 –0.007

(= 0) 0%

3 12 12.351 2.84% 123 123.341 0.28% 0.098 0.100 2.00%

4 43 43.520 1.19% 129 129.609 0.47% 0.333 0.336 0.89%

5 58 59.361 2.29% 132 132.840 0.63% 0.439 0.447 1.79%

The obtained results showed a high accuracy of the developed solution. The developed inverse
determination algorithm is very efficient and provides a very reliable estimation of the unknown
parameters in the wheel-rail interaction. At the parameters𝑌 and 𝑄, the deviations between their
values actually set in the numerical FEM model and the estimated values are less than 1% for
Test cases 2–5, while in Test case 1 the deviation is 4.26%. As for the 𝑌/𝑄 ratio, the deviations
between the values set in the numerical FEM model and the estimated values are even smaller
𝑖.𝑒., within 2%. When the negative value of the lateral force 𝑌 is obtained, it should be assumed
that the estimated value of this parameter is equal to zero (see Table 2). This error, as well as other
errors in the estimation of the parameters 𝑌 and 𝑄, are primarily caused by small differences in
strains when force 𝑌 changes the position, which is disregarded in this research.

With the aim of achieving more accurate and reliable results, additional measuring bridges
could be introduced as well as more strain gauges at one radial distance, for example 8 instead
of 4. This will not change the essence of the developed solution, but it will certainly increase its
complexity and the cost of practical implementation. Therefore, the developed solution has great
potential for additional improvement of the accuracy of inverse determination of the parameters
being measured. By all means, the obtained results have validated the developed solution and have
shown that it can be efficiently used for the instrumentalization of the considered wheelset BA314.

6. Conclusions

The paper presents the design of a specific type of an instrumented wheelset intended for con-
tinuous measuring of wheel-rail interaction forces 𝑌 and 𝑄,𝑖.𝑒.the 𝑌/𝑄 ratio, in accordance with
international regulations EN 14363 and UIC 518. The platform for developing the instrumented
wheelset is the standard commercial wheelset BA314 for freight wagons with an axle-load of 25 t.
Within the approach, solving all the key problems of the development of an instrumented wheelset
is based on the wheel’s numerical FEM model. The strain distribution on the internal and external
side of the wheel disc is determined based on the results of FEM calculations in ANSYS software.
Consequently, the most convenient radial distances for the installation of the strain gauges of the
measuring bridges are identified. The disposition, number and way of interconnection of strain
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gauges in the measuring bridges are also defined. Lastly, an algorithm for inverse determination
of parameters 𝑌 and 𝑄 being measured is developed. The developed solution is validated by tests
on five concrete examples using a numerical FEM model. The high accuracy of the estimation of
the unknown parameters 𝑌 and 𝑄 is obtained with an error of less than 4.5%, while the error of
the estimation of 𝑌/𝑄 ratio is less than 2%.

Accordingly, the developed solution can be efficiently used in the instrumentalization of
the considered wheelset BA314. It provides high efficiency and measuring accuracy with great
potential for its additional increasing. It also provides a significant reduction in the costs of
development of the instrumented wheelset since key problems are solved based on the numerical
FEM model instead of expensive trials on a real object. The subject of further research will be
related to solving the problems of practical implementation of the developed solution such as
calibration on the test rig, power supply, measuring of the wheels’ angular placement, signal
collection, contactless signa transmission, signals processing, improvement of the signal-to-noise
ratio (SNR), ensuring the accuracy of installation of strain gauges, etc.
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